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1. INTRODUCTION 
The dynamical and thermodynamical modifications that arise in classical 
boundary layer problems in the presence of additional irreversible processes 
find applications in many physical, geophysical and engineering fields. In 
particular, the effect of magnetic field on the flow and heat transfer charac- 
teristics about external bodies in a conducting medium has attracted special 
attention and the analyses have been performed under various simplifying 
assumptions [l-7]. A great majority of the work in this direction is based on 
the similarity formulations. according to which the features of the problem 
are analyzed based on certain nondimensional parameters and functions. The 
complexity of the resulting system of governing differential equations are 
often overcome by incorporating suitable physical and mathematical 
idealizations into them so that the commonly used perturbation techniques 
could be applied. However. such a procedure precludes the possibility of 
considering moderately large values of the parameters as can be encountered 
in various practical situations. Even when the parameter values are small. the 
perturbation analyses fail to account for the exact contribution of these due 
to the approximations employed and thereby yield less accurate results. 
When the contributions of all the relevant processes in a fluid medium are 
included, the differential equations are often intractable analytically. 
Accordingly, various numerical methods have been devised in the literature 
to solve them. Even in this field. it is known that the numerical solutions of 
flow and heat transfer equations give rise to special difficulties especially in 
the regions where the gradients are fast changing and also when the transport 
parameters assume extreme values [8, 91. In such cases. local mesh 
refinements would have to be used so as to yield nonoscillatory solutions. 
Furthermore, numerical methods whose accuracy is not of high order also 
give rise to truncation errors and the consequent diffusion phenomenon. 
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These difftculties apart, since most of the problems encountered in practice 
are nonlinear two-point (as is the case here) or multipoint boundary value 
problems, even modern computers are not capable of handling them 
efftciently due to the uncertainties involved in the assumptions to be made on 
the missing values at the starting integration point. 
The method of quasilinearization, which at least partly overcomes the 
above difficulties, is an efftcient analytical-numerical procedure for solving 
nonlinear boundary value problems. The efficacy of this method in solving 
complicated boundary value problems has been demonstrated by many 
authors [8, 10-141. Besides having fast convergence properties. this method 
also possesses large intervals of convergence. The hydromagnetic heat 
transfer problem considered in this paper has been taken up with a view to 
fruitfully apply the method of quasilinearization to the two-point boundary 
value problem formulated under a similarity transformation [ 3, 5 1. 
In the present analysis, the momentum and Maxwell’s equations have been 
solved successfully with the aid of quasilinearization combined with a fourth- 
order Runge-Kutta scheme for all parameter values of interest. However, 
when the gradient terms of heat transfer equations become very large (as 
happens, e.g., in high Prandtl number heat transfer problems). the stability 
criterion for the Runge-Kutta integration scheme is seen to be violated. We 
have, therefore, solved the heat transfer equations for high Prandtl numbers 
using the method of quasilinearization combined with an implicit fourth- 
order tridiagonal finite difference method [ 15 ] which is particularly suited 
for the equations formulated herein. Detailed numerical results have been 
presented for the field functions and the effects of different nonequilibrium 
processes on these in the boundary layer have been discussed. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SIMILARITY EQUATIONS 
The physical situation considered is that of a viscous. incompressible, 
thermally and electrically conducting fluid under the influence of a magnetic 
field flowing in the negative z-direction towards a plate placed at z = 0. The 
motion is assumed to be steady and rotationally symmetric with the z-axis as 
the axis of symmetry. The physical assumptions and governing equations for 
such a situation have been discussed in [3, 5 ] and, therefore, are not 
reproduced here. When the buoyancy forces are neglected and the fluid 
properties are assumed to be constant, only the temperature field is 
dependent on the velocity field which, in turn, decouples the flow and heat 
transfer problems. An exact solution of the problem can be obtained by 
solving the nondimensional equations [ 51 
F”’ + f [2FF” - (F”)’ + 11 - & [2GG” - (G’)‘] = 0, (1) 
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G” + Z(FG’ - F’G) = 0. (21 
M” + $? (FM’ - F’M) - p,(Fft)’ - g (Gfr)* = 0, (5) 
(6) 
under the boundary conditions 
F=F’=L=M=O, G=l at i= 0, 
F’= l,G=O,L= I, M=O as <+03. 
(7) 
In Eqs. (1 b(7), the nondimensional similarity variables are defined by 
F(c) = ff+ j “‘f(z), G(c) = -F, 
0 
L(C) = -f(z) 
T,, - To ’ 
cm(z) WC) = 7 a ’ 
where the functions f(z) to m(z) are related, respectively, to the velocity, 
magnetic intensity, pressure and temperature variables by 
0, = rf ‘(z), 1’: = -2f(z), 
B, = r-g’(z), BZ = -2g(z). 
PO - p = h(z) + r2k(z), To - T = Z(z) + r’m(z), 
and 
[ = (ma)“2z. 
Furthermore 
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where p is the magnetic permeability, v the viscosity, u the characteristic 
parameter representing the intensity of the asymptotic flow field, u the 
electric conductivity and v the kinematic viscosity. Obviously, a represents 
the ratio of the viscous shear stress and the magnetic pressure while /3 is the 
magnetic Prandtl number which depends only on the properties of the fluid. 
It represents the ratio of the viscous diffusivity to the magnetic diffusivity. 
Also, Pr is the Prandtl number, c is the specific heat per unit mass, 0 
(= c(T, - 7’,,)pu/a) is a dimensionless parameter in the energy equation and 
the suffixes 0 and co refer to the values at z = 0 and z = co, respectively. 
As has already been noted before, the integration of Eqs. (1), (2), (5), and 
(6) can be carried out in different ways depending on the physical and 
mathematical assumptions that could be embedded into them. Thus, whereas 
Kakutani [3] analyzed the stagnation-point flow using the magnetic Stokes’ 
approximation, Meyer [ 5 ] investigated the heat transfer characteristics under 
the assumption of a and /I being very small. These analyses then boil down 
essentially to problems of singular perturbation type wherein solutions have 
to be arrived at by matching them at some intermediate transition region. 
Our motivation in taking up this problem is to treat the whole system 
without any restriction on the values of the parameters. The analytical 
results that emerge from this general treatment could then be used effectively 
to account for both small and large parameter values as may be encountered 
in applications of MHD to rarefied and extremely high temperature 
phenomena. 
Here, the results for flow and heat transfer functions have been obtained 
for certain typical values of the nondimensional parameters. However, the 
method of solution is too general to incorporate any parameter values of 
practical use. 
3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
We propose first to solve Eqs. (1) and (2) by the method of 
quasilinearization, the choice of which has been dictated by its fast 
convergence properties, particularly when reliable estimates of the initial 
values are hard to come by. The solution thus obtained would then be used 
to solve Eqs. (5) and (6) for the temperature functions. 
To facilitate the application of the method of quasilinearization to the 
present problem, we rewrite Eqs. (1) and (2) in the form 
i,=x2, &=x3, 
i3 = - f (2x,x, -x: + 1) + & [4x,(x,x, -x,x& - x:1, (8) 
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where 
i4 = x ” i, = Z(S~S, - s, .vc ). 
(X , *xz, x3. x4, xc) = (F. I;‘. F”. G. G’) 
and the dot denotes differentiation with respect to 5. 
The boundary conditions are 
x,(O) =x2(0) = 0, x,(O) = 1. -G(co) = 1. x4( co) = 0. (9) 
NOW, the quasilinearized version of Eqs. (8) can be written as the matrix 
equation 
++’ z&p+ +B. (10) 
where 
A = (ail). (iqj= 1. 2. 3.4. 5), B = (b,b>b3bdbs)‘. 
a ,, =ar3 =a,4=a,, =az,=a~~=azJ=az5=a,,=a,z=a,,=a,,=a,,=0. 
a,? = a 23 = a,, = 1, 
a 2 
i 
X:X; 
31= - ,+s, 
P 1 
a,?=2 - 
I 
(x;y +-y’ 
a J P ’ 
a 
2x; a 
33=--. 
P 
34 = f (zxqx: - x:x;), 
a 35 = - + (2x:x: + $7, a,, = -2x:. 
a 52x 2-4, a5* = 2x1, a,, = -2x;, 
b, = b, = b, = 0, 
b, =’ cx;)’ 
a I - + 4x:(x7x; -x:x:) + i 2x:x; - (x-y)’ - 1 2 I I P 
b, = -2(x:x; -x:x;) 
and n = 0. 1. 2 ,... . 
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The boundary conditions for Eq. (10) are 
x; + ‘(0) = x; + ‘(0) = 0, x;+‘(O) = 1, x;+‘(al) = 1, x;+‘(m) = 0. 
To obtain the solution of Eq. (10) starting with the assumed initial values, 
we generate a particular solution P with 
P,,‘(O)= (0 0 0 1 0)’ (11) 
and two homogeneous solutions H, and H, with 
H;+ ‘(0) = (0 0 1 0 O)‘, H;+‘(O)= (0 0 0 0 l)r. (12) 
The general solution of Eq. (10) is 
(13) 
where C, and C, are evaluated using the conditions at co. 
Having generated the values of velocity and magnetic intensity functions 
from Eq. (13) to the required accuracy, Eqs. (5) and (6) can now be solved 
without iteration. 
However, as noted before, quasilinearization when combined with the 
Runge-Kutta scheme does not yield stable solutions of heat transfer 
equations when the gradient terms become highly dominant. The solution of 
these equations corresponding to higher values of Prandtl number (say, 
Pr > 1) is also of practical interest. Accordingly, the integration of the 
equations for dominant gradient terms has been accomplished here through 
an effkient implicit finite difference algorithm [ 151 coupled with the 
quasilinearized solutions. The finite difference scheme for the two-point BVP 
4”’ =f(x, J’, y’), 
a,Y(a)--a,Y’(a)=4l~ (14) 
Po.v(~)+Pl~'(~)=kl. 
where -co < a<x < b < co, A,, B, are finite constants and a,,, a,, p,,, 
~l>/O,a,+al~O,~o+~l>O,a,+Po>O,isg~~e~by 
(Isa) 
409’98:2-I I 
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where 
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,4,-l/20 and h is the mesh size. Furthermore, the discretizations at the 
endpoints are 
Whereas for small values of p and Pr, the integration of the heat transfer 
equations has been carried out with the quasilinearization and Runge-Kutta 
methods, for higher values of Pr stable solutions have been obtained through 
the finite difference method presented above. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, the quasilinearized solutions for the velocity and magnetic 
intensity functions are presented first. Subsequently, the temperature 
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functions and the Nusselt numbers are computed for various parameter 
values. 
The convergence rate for the quasilinearized equations has been fairly fast; 
because of the strong dependence of the equations on the nondimensional 
parameters, the convergence rate has also been seen to be dependent on their 
values. Thus, whereas very small values of /I has had the influence of slowing 
down the convergence rate in the first few iterations and accelerating 
afterwards, for large values of /? the rate has been very fast for all iterations. 
However, the convergence rate for very small values of the parameters could 
be accelerated yielding 9-10 digit accuracy in 5-6 iterations if the solutions 
are built up based on the results for immediate higher values of these. 
Furthermore, since the boundary layer thickness has been seen to increase 
proportionate to the values of the magnetic Prandtl number, the results could 
be obtained with less computational efforts by adjusting the interval of 
integration accordingly. 
Figures 1 and 2 represent the functions F, G and their derivatives for 
various magnetic Prandtl numbers. It is seen that the curves for F and G are 
in qualitative agreement with the available results. Furthermore, the values of 
all field functions are strongly dependent on the properties of the medium 
represented by /I. The shear stress function F" tends to assume nonzero 
positive values for larger values of p towards the boundary layer edge. On 
the other hand, Maxwell’s stress function tends to decrease to negative values 
34 
30 
26 ” 
FIG. 1. Function F and its derivatives for a = 0.1. -, F, ---, F’; --o--o--. F”. 
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FIG. 2. Function G and its derivative for a = 0.1. -. G. ---. G’. 
towards [,. Also, as p is steadily increased, F” declines appreciably near the 
wall, whereas G’ shows slight increase. Moreover, for a medium of constant 
diffusivities, the field functions have been seen to be unaffected by changing 
the magnetic intensity [ 161. 
The heat transfer equations have been solved for small gradient terms 
using the Runge-Kutta scheme, whereas for large gradient terms the finite 
6 
-6 
FIG. 3. Function L and Its derivative a = 0. I. 0 = 0.5. Pr = 0.7. -. L: ---. L’. 
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FIG. 4. Function M and its derwatwe c( = 0.1, Pr = 0.7. -. M: ---. bf’. 
difference method presented before has been used. The variations of 
temperature functions and their gradients with Pr and /I are presented in 
Figs. 3-5. It is observed that higher values of Pr have the effect of 
appreciably increasing the gradients of similarity functions near the 
stagnation point and also in reducing the thermal boundary layer thickness. 
0.8 12 16 20 2L 
FIG. 5. Functions L and M. a = 0.782, p = 0.1, 0 = 0.5. -, L: ---. M. 
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TABLE I 
Nusselt Number5 
(/l=O.OZS. B=O.j) 
Pr = 1.0 Pr = 10.0 
c4 NLI’O’ N”“’ 
~--. ~ 
NU’O’ NU”’ 
0.782 1.3075 0.6556 3.5900 2.4018 
3.378 1.3055 0.6409 3.5873 2.3919 
5.000 1.3053 0.6394 3.5870 2.3910 
10.417 1.3051 0.6378 3.5868 2.3899 
50.000 1.3049 0.6367 3.5865 2.389 1 
To compute the Nusselt number, the rate of heat q(r) transferred per unit 
area from the fluid to the plate is expressed as 
q(r) = 49(~, - To), 
where h is the heat transfer coefficient. Then, as usual, the Nusselt number 
can be computed from 
Nu(r) = Nu”’ + Nu(‘) 
a2rz 
cv, - z-0) ’ 
(16) 
where 
Nu”’ = fi L’(O), Nu”) = - fi M’(O). 
The variation of these with magnetic field has been shown in Table I. As u 
increases, both Nu”’ and Nu’” decrease monotonically. We also observe 
that the heat transfer rates at the stagnation point and away from it increase 
appreciably proportionate to the Prandtl number. 
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